
CODE ADMINISTRATION MONTHLY STATISTICAL REPORT OF TOTAL CONSTRUCTION AND OCCUPANCY

Begin Date Issued: 11/01/2022 to End Date Issued: 11/30/2022 12/8/2022 7:20:11AM
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 33NEW RES. CONSTRUCTION TOTAL  36 $37,528 $28,050 $417,510 $387,461 $213,906 $146,697 $1,969,079 $2,991,563 $30,723,195 $26,086,139 $12,315,535 $11,938,499-8% 34% -34%

...New 1&2 Family R-3/5  2  2  0% $9,862 $2,955  234% $84,811 $28,268 $31,302 $5,245 $750,000 $240,000 $2,537,500 $2,100,582 $854,000 213% $8,058,907

...Addition Add RES  31  34 -9% $27,665 $25,095  10% $332,699 $359,192 $182,604 $141,452 $1,219,079 $2,751,563 $23,548,639 $10,214,953 $11,084,499-56% $22,664,288

Solar Photovoltaic Systems  6  5  20% $0 $0  0% $357 $0 $357 $0 $370,295 $108,700 $1,116,746 $1,348,766 $905,813 241% $1,959,276

Underpinning  0  0  0% $0 $0  0% $2,919 $0 $1,666 $0 $0 $0 $0 $70,000 $0 0% $115,800

Alteration/Repair ALT & REP RES  38  61 -38% $21,784 $22,107 -1% $272,072 $351,053 $131,472 $168,653 $1,060,907 $1,069,789 $16,441,682 $6,094,297 $7,654,210-1% $12,807,676

 77SUB-TOTAL RESIDENTIAL  102 $59,311 $50,158 $692,858 $738,514 $347,402 $315,350 $3,400,281 $4,170,052 $45,605,948 $43,644,567 $19,828,598 $20,498,521-25% 18% -18%

 13NEW COMM. CONSTRUCTION TOTAL  11 $412,991 $23,874 $7,700,835 $1,872,908 $1,732,280 $990,569 $490,520,203 $522,847,945 $4,149,585,910 $2,240,554,601 $1,866,104,369 $1,758,019,50218% 1630% -6%

...Multi Family R-2  1  1  0% $112 $112  0% $2,899,976 $470,756 $344,814 $397,565 $1 $1,045,000 $358,915,430 $35,718,147 $351,536,215-100% $235,683,667

New Building NEW  4  3  33% $375,117 $112  333723% $4,320,997 $793,748 $1,196,994 $533,629 $488,820,000 $521,045,000 $1,857,953,514 $1,822,581,633 $1,404,237,817-6% $3,875,861,120

Addition Add COM  8  7  14% $37,762 $23,650  60% $479,863 $608,404 $190,472 $59,374 $1,700,202 $757,945 $23,685,658 $7,804,589 $2,245,470 124% $38,041,122

Alteration/Repair ALT & REP COM  32  45 -29% $407,395 $112,579  262% $2,612,241 $3,489,772 $896,241 $1,036,269 $15,372,068 $4,927,060 $342,880,625 $32,355,332 $75,173,411 212% $123,365,938

Tenant/Improvement TIE/TEN  0  0  0% $0 $0  0% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0% $0

Amusement Devices (AMS)  0  0  0% $0 $0  0% $1,587 $2,573 $843 $1,632 $0 $0 $65,107 $610 $11,500 0% $17,950

 45SUB-TOTAL COMMERCIAL  56 $820,386 $136,453 $10,314,664 $5,365,253 $2,629,364 $2,028,470 $505,892,271 $527,775,005 $4,272,969,798 $2,583,500,333 $1,898,460,311 $1,833,204,413-20% 501% -4%

SUB-TOTAL NEW CONSTRUCTION  46  47 $450,518 $51,924 $8,118,346 $2,260,368 $1,946,187 $1,137,266 $492,489,282 $525,839,508 $2,266,640,740 $1,878,419,904 $1,769,958,001-2% 768% -6% $4,180,309,105

 122TOTAL CONSTRUCTION PERMITS  158 $879,697 $186,611 $11,007,522 $6,103,766 $2,976,765 $2,343,819 $509,292,552 $531,945,057 $4,318,575,746 $1,918,288,909 $1,853,702,935371% -4%-23% $2,627,144,900

Demolition RES  0  1  0% $0 $1,177  0% $37,266 $8,039 $13,304 $2,355 $0 $0 $0 $250 $0 0% $5,250

Demolition COM  1  3 -67% $397 $1,058 -63% $167,847 $32,727 $12,970 $21,573 $0 $0 $0 $1,500 $0 0% $1,500

Elevator  10  5  100% $14,969 $16,361 -9% $314,980 $587,741 $44,634 $108,911 $605,014 $595,501 $31,153,333 $1,695,619 $11,858,956 2% $461,378,718

Fire Protection System  31  38 -18% $21,767 $73,219 -70% $670,203 $579,596 $314,772 $205,664 $417,623 $1,245,579 $11,243,808 $4,633,699 $3,527,879-66% $9,494,935

Fire Prevention Permit  91  57  60% $2,340 $4,499 -48% $81,349 $68,571 $31,387 $28,842 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0% $0

Electrical  112  168 -33% $17,849 $42,923 -58% $906,969 $746,122 $302,676 $339,650 $703,773 $1,348,074 $284,354,152 $29,375,058 $149,303,555-48% $960,293,230

Plumbing  80  102 -22% $51,120 $20,768  146% $478,159 $379,027 $237,093 $223,135 $5,665,280 $951,405 $61,042,847 $13,069,656 $53,776,283 495% $471,151,599

Fuel Gas  99  156 -37% $12,316 $19,072 -35% $189,510 $228,626 $81,423 $102,833 $525,948 $643,142 $8,536,342 $2,938,470 $3,627,880-18% $8,892,346

Mechanical  46  33  39% $14,499 $10,944  32% $613,974 $488,176 $226,801 $275,761 $16,733,562 $332,527 $38,207,947 $38,530,204 $10,172,579 4932% $80,956,999

Code Modification  1  4 -75% $85 $320 -73% $1,645 $3,545 $770 $1,730 $50,000 $17,800 $74,940,356 $120,001 $481,150 181% $60,291,001

Sign  7  12 -42% $1,511 $2,247 -33% $15,245 $17,821 $6,825 $8,907 $33,400 $52,190 $416,354 $145,466 $207,098-36% $327,308

 478SUB-TOTAL TRADE PERMIT  579 $136,851 $192,588 $3,477,148 $3,139,991 $1,272,655 $1,319,361 $24,734,600 $5,186,217 $2,052,792,887 $509,895,138 $90,509,922 $232,955,380-17% -29% 377%

 18CO's TOTAL  4 $6,434 $986 $117,741 $59,401 $31,074 $17,193 $42,350,000 $400,000 $1,473,524,768 $479,926,860 $445,457,925 $343,715,097350% 552% 10,488%

Residential CO  12  2  500% $4,937 $414  1093% $6,655 $7,604 $5,765 $2,690 $42,350,000 $400,000 $800,000 $42,350,000 $800,000 10488% $42,351,000

Non Residential CO  6  2  200% $1,497 $573  161% $111,087 $51,797 $25,309 $14,503 $0 $0 $479,126,860 $403,107,925 $342,915,097 0% $1,431,173,768

Mobile Food Truck MFT  0  0  0% $0 $0  0% $800 $900 $300 $300 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0% $0

Residental Rental Inspection RRI  0  0  0% $0 $0  0% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0% $0

Elevator ELV  5  8 -38% $1,431 $1,917 -25% $29,859 $88,236 $3,541 $24,244 $714,869 $2,032,245 $36,468,611 $2,422,969 $21,187,028-65% $22,464,437

 23SUB-TOTAL CERTIFICATES  12 $7,865 $2,904 $148,401 $148,537 $34,916 $41,737 $43,064,869 $2,432,245 $1,495,989,204 $516,395,471 $447,880,894 $364,902,12592% 171% 1,671%

TOTAL PERMITS/CERTIFICATES  623  749 $1,024,413 $382,102 $14,633,070 $9,392,294 $4,284,336 $3,704,917 $577,092,021 $539,563,519 $7,867,357,837 $3,653,435,510 $2,456,679,725 $2,451,560,440168% 7%-17%

ELV Inspections  1  20 -95% $0 $0  0% $0 $0 $0 $0 $5,000 $6,149,789 $180,898,691 $551,606 $69,033,684-100% $26,342,323

FPR Inspections  0  0  0% $0 $0  0% $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 0% $0

 1SUB-TOTAL INSPECTIONS  20 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $5,000 $6,149,789 $26,342,323 $180,898,691 $551,606 $69,033,684-95% 0% -100%

 624GRAND TOTAL  769 $1,024,413 $382,102 $14,633,070 $9,392,294 $4,284,336 $3,704,917 $577,097,021 $545,713,308 $7,893,700,159 $3,834,334,201 $2,457,231,331 $2,520,594,124-19% 168% 6%
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